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SUZOHAPP to present advanced Cash Management Solutions at Self-Service Banking Europe 2018

SUZOHAPP will be exhibiting at the upcoming Self-Service Banking Europe that will take place at the Royal Lancaster Hotel in London, between the 14th and 15th of May. The event is RBR’s flagship European conference and the region’s premier ATM and self-service banking event. It involves the world’s leading financial institutions, innovative startups and fintechs.

The Self-Service Banking Europe event will be an excellent opportunity for SUZOHAPP to showcase a selection of SCAN COIN Cash Processing Solutions and CashComplete™ Connect, a software platform which allows you to fully monitor your cash and generate accurate reporting for complete visibility of the cash cycle. The combination of this software intelligence and leading processing technologies transforms your cash handling into a completely automated process.

In the SUZOHAPP booth, the attention will be focused on the innovative SCAN COIN CDS-9R, the world’s first self-service coin recycler for public environments. A new banking solution for coin deposit as well as coin dispense, the CDS-9R offers the most secure, reliable and effective way to handle self-service cash transactions.

To be launched at this year’s event is the new SCAN COIN CRC-2610F, the next-generation coin roll dispensing system. This new advanced solution is an automated dispenser for coins and/or banknotes of all denominations. It combines maximum flexibility and adaptability, providing a high efficiency level for managing cash.

“Today’s increasingly competitive banking market requires efficient and secure coin management. Banks need to manage cash quickly and accurately,” commented Walter ter Rahe, Vice President of Sales - Banking EMEA. “Our new cash handling technology offers an immediate solution to improve cash management at all levels thus reducing handling costs, increasing speed and accuracy and delivering a rapid and significant return on investment.”

The SUZOHAPP team will be available at Booth #19 to answer your questions and demonstrate how its solutions can take your cash management to the next level.
About SUZOHAPP

SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.- based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $5.5 billion of capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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